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Introduction
Ultrashort light pulses in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) provide opportunities for element selective probing of ultrafast valence dynamics [1] - [4] and are even suggested for element selective multidimensional spectroscopy [5] , [6] . Since core and deep valence binding energies differ strongly by element, the core to outer valence transitions are unique for different elements within one compound [7] . Prominent examples for these transitions in the EUV are the 3p-3d absorption features near the M-edge of 3d transition metals [8] .
Recent time-resolved transmission spectroscopy in hematite with a broadband EUV probe continuum situated around the M-edge of iron resulted in novel insight on the charge transfer processes in metal oxides [3] . This method is sensitive to excitation induced changes of the imaginary part of the refractive index. To measure this one has to distinguish small signal changes induced by the excitation on top of a large background. Depending on the light source noise characteristics, the background can impose a problem for obtaining sufficient signal to noise. An alternative way of measuring the sample response is based on diffracting the EUV probe from an excitation grating. The resulting so called transient grating (TG) spectroscopy, a special variant of the four-wave-mixing method, has been highly successful in IR and visible ultrafast spectroscopy [9] - [12] . The spatial excitation modulation can be achieved by two excitation pulses that interfere on the sample under a small angle. The resulting intensity grating is transformed into an index of refraction grating by the sample. The probe pulse is then scattered off this grating, which means that the detector is free of signal without excitation pulses. TG has been utilized to examine the electronic response of complex materials, electron-phonon coupling, and molecular dynamics [12] - [15] . It has proven a powerful technique in chemistry and materials science, particularly in the infrared, visible and nearultraviolet [16] .
Recently the TG technique has been extended into the EUV range. The EUV probe was reflected from an excited sample to study the acoustic response of a thin metal film [17] . In this case, the grating was not present in the form of a change in refractive index but as a change in the surface height. Using a small spectral band in the EUV range, it was found that the EUV, due to its short wavelength, is extremely sensitive to surface changes, which was further applied in refs [17] - [19] . In this paper, we extend the technique. We operate with a broad spectral bandwidth of 60% which we also disperse by the transient grating. This allows us to study the refractive index response, opening the field of element sensitive probing by EUV-TG experiments. Due to the large bandwidth we can distinguish the index of refraction response from the surface (acoustic) changes which are also present in the sample.
We demonstrate this technique for the example of vanadium dioxide (VO2), which is a strongly-correlated material of particular interest because of a near-room-temperature thermally activated insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) [20] . The IMT can also be induced by light on an ultrafast timescale, important for ultrafast electronics applications (see for instance [21] - [23] ). The extensive literature documents a debate over the ultrafast mechanism of the IMT in VO2 [24] - [27] . The use of EUV TG spectroscopy allows for element selective probing of ultrafast photo-induced transitions with a table top laser source. This paper will provide a description of the transient grating beam line and typical detected signal in the experiment. We will demonstrate the time-resolved spectral response of the VO2 and analyze its features. We will discuss the resolution limits of the experiment and provide outlook for future improvements. Experiment VO2 films of 100nm thickness were deposited on a 0.5mm Al2O3 (101 � 0) substrate by pulsed laser deposition in oxygen pressure of 10mTorr and at growth temperature of 700°C [28] . The samples were mounted in a vacuum chamber on a heated holder. The transient grating is created on the surface of the VO2 sample by two crossing pulses of 30fs duration and of 800nm central wavelength (see Fig. 1 ). The grating period of ~15μm is achieved by angular separation of 4 degrees and an average fluence of 15mJ/cm 2 is created on the sample. With 30fs pulses we observe immediate sample damage for average fluence above 30mJ/cm 2 and slowly accumulated damage above 20mJ/cm 2 . The broadband EUV probe consists of high harmonics of 800nm, generated with a loose focusing geometry (~1.5m focal length) in an argon gas cell. It is separated from the IR fundamental by a silicon wafer near Brewster angle and an aluminum filter of 150nm thickness [29] . All three IR beams are derived from the same 800nm, 30fs, Ti:Sapphire laser. The high harmonics are refocused with a toroidal mirror, and hit the VO2 sample surface at a grazing angle of 22 degrees before reaching the focus at the detector. Harmonics of order 15-27 (which corresponds to photon energies of 23-42eV) are resolved in the first order diffracted signal and integrated using an EUV-sensitive back-thinned CCD camera. Figure 2a shows the first order diffraction of the EUV spectrum from the transient grating. The CCD was exposed for 2.5s. Spatial integration over a range of 10 pixels leads to the spectrum in Fig 2b. The spectral calibration is performed by calculating the dispersion angle expected from the grating line spacing, which is measured independently by replacing the sample with a BBO crystal and imaging the grating pattern onto a CCD camera. Figure 2c shows the vanadium M-edge via the experimentally measured reflectivity of VO2 in its insulating phase [30] and the calculated M-edge absorption [31] of vanadium.
The delay between the grating excitation and the broadband EUV probe pulses is controlled by a translation stage using a minimum step size of 25fs. Transient grating signals are acquired for 2.5s per data point and summed over more than 5 time delay sweeps. The final time-delayed data scans are averaged over three delay steps to further reduce noise. The EUV pulse front sweeps with a 22 degree grazing angle across a sample region that is simultaneously pumped by the excitation pulses, which leads to a degradation of the time resolution to about 3ps.
The sample temperature is varied from 20 to 75°C to thermally induce the IMT occurring at 70° for this sample. Sample temperature stability is verified by a thermistor pressed onto the sample surface.
Results
The time dependence of the transient response of VO2 was studied with the sample below and above the thermally induced IMT. Time-dependent traces are included in Figure 3 for integrated spectra at harmonic orders (HH) 21-25, corresponding to photon energies of 32 (black), 35 (red), and 39eV (blue). Those three harmonics provide the best signal to noise ratio. On long time-scales the VO2 shows a rise-time of approximately 20ps for both room temperature (in Fig. 3a ) and 75°C (in Fig. 3c ) samples. The diffracted signal then decreases slowly with oscillations 10's of ps in period. This long-term response is similar for all photon energies, although the decay of the diffracted signal is much faster in the room temperature sample, which decays to roughly 60% by a delay of 150ps. In contrast the 75°C signal experiences an initial decay followed by a plateau at 80% of the maximum signal.
Examining the short term behavior, we see a marked difference in the room temperature (Fig. 3b) and 75°C (Fig. 3d) samples. For the heated phase, which is already metallic, the ultrashort pulses cannot induce the IMT. In this phase, the hot sample behaves similarly at all three photon energies. The cold sample however displays a fast-rising feature only in harmonics with photon energy above 38eV. This signal increases within 3ps, much faster than the other harmonics, and then continues increasing with the same dependence as the other colors.
Discussion
We first discuss the long term response of the sample. As demonstrated in Figure 3a and c the long-term behavior of the transients shows a maximum in diffraction at approximately 20ps. This is followed by a slow decay for cold samples or constant amplitude for hot samples, convoluted with picosecond oscillations. All photon energies are modulated in a similar way. This is consistent with behavior reported from multiply reflected acoustic waves in thin metal films [12] , [17] , and results from surface height changes. In agreement with ref. [17] , we find that the EUV diffraction is highly sensitive to thermal expansion of the sample. For the hot sample this is the result of heat deposited by the laser, while in the cold sample the mechanism includes both heating and lattice distortion due to the IMT. We estimate the expansion of the metallic sample due to absorbed laser energy to be on the order of 7Å based on the α33 thermal expansion coefficient [32] and reported values for the specific heat capacity [33] and density [34] of VO2. This surface height change results in a sinusoidal phase grating, with calculated diffraction efficiency of 1% averaged over the harmonic spectral bandwidth we collect [9] , [13] , [35] . From the experiment we estimate a few percent diffraction efficiency, reasonably close to the calculation and in agreement with other reported diffraction efficiencies in the EUV [17] . In the short time behavior of the cold sample (in Fig. 3b) we notice a fast response of only the highest energy photons absent in the hot sample. This fast response cannot be merely the result of a surface height change because it does not affect the diffraction at the other photon energies.
Therefore it must be related to a change in the index of refraction, n(ω), as a function of frequency. This demonstrates how the dispersion of a broad spectral range is crucial for separating surface change and index change.
The fast feature recorded in the rising edge of HH25 shows that the excitation prepares an ultrafast response that can only be detected by this harmonic. This is indicative of a shift of the vanadium M-edge (3p-3d features) to lower energy or of new 3p-3d features created around HH25 as a result of the IMT. The IMT must be the cause because the hot, metallic sample does not show this fast response. In contrast to results obtained with monochromatic probing [17] , the dispersive sensitivity of the TG geometry allows us to discern spectral features. Whether the energy shift of the absorption feature is due to electron correlation or changes in lattice structure is still unclear. Increased time resolution and better coverage of the entire M-edge are needed to clarify the mechanism.
Conclusions
The first EUV-TG spectrally resolved time-dependent study of VO2 demonstrates the powerful capabilities of our method. Due to the broad bandwidth and the intrinsic dispersion of the transient grating, we succeed in separating an index of refraction change at the M edge of vanadium from the acoustic response of the sample. This change is triggered by the optically induced IMT. We note that accumulated damage to the surface of the sample can create a permanent grating, producing a diffracted signal under the transient signal. This opens the interesting opportunity for future heterodyne measurements [14] period is created on the VO2 surface by two 800nm beams. High harmonics generated in a high pressure gas cell are refocused using a toroidal mirror. First order diffraction from the sample surface is detected with a CCD camera. 
